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An Overview of AEI Status Maintenance

Requirements

The ARPA subsidy period runs from April 1 through September

30, 2021. During this time, Igoe will need to know who YOU

consider to be an AEI. This is what the AEI Status field in

COBRApoint is designed to convey.

The AEI Status field is NOT connected to the loss of coverage

reason (qualifying event type) systematically, which means that

we need YOU to help us keep this field properly maintained for

ALL COBRA MEMBERS who have a COBRA event within the ARPA

Subsidy Period.

This Tutorial is designed to walk you through your AEI status

maintenance options.

Getting Started

 



Understanding COBRA Notifications During

ARPA

ALL COBRA NOTICES regardless of the loss of

coverage/qualifying event reason include the ARPA General

Notice and an AEI Attestation Form. 

The AEI Status does not impact what communication is SENT

to your COBRA Qualified Beneficiaries. The AEI Status only

impacts how Igoe responds to returned AEI Attestation

Forms. 

The Notification Process

 



Igoe's Process

If the AEI status is ELIGIBLE, we will process the AEI attestation.

If the AEI status is INELIGIBLE, we will deny the AEI attestation. 

If the AEI status is UNKNOWN but the loss of coverage reason falls into

the potentially eligible category, we will contact you to determine

eligibility.  (NOTE: This is a billable event and can be avoided if you

adopt a process to maintain your AEI statuses ongoing. We'll cover your

options here in just a moment).

If Igoe is contacted by a COBRA member claiming to be an AEI

or receives a signed AEI Attestation Form. Igoe will check our

system to see if the AEI status is ELIGIBLE, INELIGIBLE or

UNKNOWN.

(NOTE: there is an appeal process in place which will be covered later

on in this webinar).

 

AEI Attestations 

 



Understanding Your Options

 Use the AEI Maintenance Utility on a regular basis to update ALL AEI statuses

from UNKNOWN to ELIGIBLE or INELIGIBLE

Go into the member record after entering every event, clicking on the event tab

and editing the AEI status from UNKNOWN to ELIGIBLE or INELIGIBLE for all

COBRA events

 Use the "termination - involuntary" event type for AEI eligible events and the

"termination" event type for voluntary termination events.

Have your data feed provider use the INVOLUNTARYTERMINATION event type for

your AEI eligible events and TERMINATION for your voluntary termination events.

MANUAL MAINTENANCE: How does this work?

ANSWER: You can manually maintain your AEI statuses in one of two ways:

1.

2.

COMPLETE THE SOW SO THAT IGOE CAN  MAINTAIN YOUR AEI STATUSES

FOR YOU: How does this work?

ANSWER: Adopt a process that allows us to assume AEI eligibility based on the loss

of coverage reason using of the following options:

1.

2.

TIP: Guides, videos, data feed specification and the SOW can be found on our COBRA

Subsidy; Take Action support site: https://www.goigoe.com/Updates/COBRA2Action.aspx

Maintaining AEI Statuses

 

https://www.goigoe.com/Updates/COBRA2Action.aspx


Maintaining AEI Statuses
Understanding Termination Events and

Igoe's SOW

 Using the "termination - involuntary" event type for your AEI

eligible events when manually entering a new COBRA record.

Asking your data feed vendor to use the

INVOLUNTARYTERMINATION event type on your data feed for

events that you identify as AEI eligible.

COBRApoint has the ability to track involuntary termination events via

one of the following options:

1.

2.

If these options are adopted, you can ask Igoe to take care of all of

your AEI status maintenance requirements for you. You simply need to

sign the free Statement of Work that gives us permission to remove all

UNKNOWN AEI statuses from the system based on the loss of coverage

reason. This includes setting all termination events to INELIGIBLE.

 



Maintaining AEI Statuses
How We are Getting Your Back

 Sets the AEI status for ALL reduction in hours events to

ELIGIBLE

 Sets the AEI status for ALL involuntary termination events

(including leave of absence events) to ELIGIBLE

 Leaves the AEI status UNKNOWN for all other qualifying

event types UNLESS you complete the Statement if Work

(SOW) that allows us to set ALL other qualifying events types

to INELIGIBLE.  This includes any events that are coded as

termination events.

In the event that you forget or misunderstood, AEI

maintenance requirements, Igoe is covering you where we

can. Igoe built our own AEI Status Maintenance Program

that we run on a daily basis.  This program does the

following things:

1.

2.

3.

 



Understanding the Process

 A COBRA member contacts us and states they are an AEI but the AEI

status is INELIGIBLE or UNKNOWN. (Reminder: If the AEI status is

UNKNOWN and needs to be updated in order to service the member

inquiry, the account revision fee will be charged to update the member

record for you.)

A COBRA member had an ARPA subsidy denied as a result of the AEI

status being INELIGIBLE and contests this decision

The Department of Labor contacts us on the behalf of an individual they

believe to be an AEI but whose AEI status is INELIGIBLE or UNKNOWN

(Reminder: If the AEI status is UNKNOWN and needs to be updated in

order to service the member inquiry, the account revision fee will be

charged to update the member record for you.)

Igoe will contact you if we receive any of the following inquiries:

1.

2.

3.

Expect more inquiries from your Client Relations Team during this time.

Appeals and Unknown AEIs

 



Get To Know Our Resources

Learn 

Take Action

Get Support

Please earmark our COBRA ARPA Resource page so that you can:

1.

2.

3.

https://www.goigoe.com/Updates/covid19.aspx

Contact  the Compliance Team at compliance@goigoe.com if you have

additional questions or need to set up time for a personal consultation.

Need Help?

 

https://www.goigoe.com/Updates/covid19.aspx
http://goigoe.com/

